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The US economy continues to benefit from a robust consumer and from strong labour market. The
year 2020 will also usher US into election year, which opens multiple possibilities on policy
front, causing potential volatility, particularly as we move closer to November. The contentious
issues of geopolitics, international relations, taxation, immigration and environment are likely to
be at the centre of polarized campaigns. While we do not see any major risks to the economy, it
is expected growth will continue at a subdued pace, with more volatility expected in the second half
of the year.

Ê»®¸ǋƼÙǀX/ƽƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢ǋ
Europe’s export-oriented economies remain sensitive to slowing global trade, particularly larger
economies such as Germany and Italy. In 2020, economic growth would most likely remain subdued,
although strong internal consumption and robust labour market are big positives. The ECB’s stance
towards maintaining an accommodative monetary policy is reassuring to investors. It is possible as
well to see some economies opting to offer fiscal support after continuous nudging by the ECB.
On the trade front, the passage of the phase-one trade deal is likely to generate cheers among
exporters. However, we remain slightly wary of future trade confrontation between the US and
Europe, which has been raised by the US authorities on multiple occasions. That said, we believe
Europe should see better days ahead assuming the worst impact from trade war is behind us.

X/ƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢ǋ
The year-end elections saw incumbent Prime Minister Boris Johnson gaining majority in his bid to get
the final Brexit bill cleared from the parliament. The UK will get on the negotiating table once again
with the EU to finalise the terms of the ultimate exit, which includes trade and law enforcement.
Prime Minister Johnson has officially ruled out any delay beyond 31 Dec 2020 deadline to get a
final deal passed. The nature of the final trade terms remains paramount to well-functioning of
UK’s businesses. Nevertheless, the exit in January will help the country transition towards
becoming independent from EU regulations.

§»¨ǋ6q» Å¿ǋ
¨qƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢ǋ
China’s GDP growth will most probably fall below 6%, on negative spillovers from the trade war
and from a slowing global demand. On a positive note, China’s economic growth has become
more sustainable, depending more on consumption and less on investments. Indeed a massive
middle class with growing spending power should lend support to China’s growth going forward,
although high levels of household debt and an inability to generate enough jobs pose risks to the
economy. In case of a slowdown, the government can always revert to fiscal policy support, but
high debt levels make this option risky. Another option would be for the central bank to loosen the
monetary policy. In any case, the trade dispute with the US remains the biggest drag on China,
and any resolution, even partially, should translate into improved market sentiment and economic
growth.

&¨qƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢
Indian economic growth has been severely hit, as consumption and investment demand remain weak.
The financial and real estate sectors have been hit hard from slowing demand and from rising
bad loans. Both sectors are likely to impact growth going forward. In addition, heavy rains
significantly harmed farm produce, which could yet be another headwind for growth. In response, the
government announced a host of stimulus measures ranging from cutting taxes to increasing
investments. The central bank also lowered interest rates by 135bps in 2019 and could go for
further cuts in 2020 provided inflation remains stable. The impact of stimulus measures should
start accruing although any instant relief looks difficult. Nevertheless, a committed government
and an accommodative central bank are supportive for the outlook.
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We see trade-oriented countries such as Taiwan and South Korea potentially gaining from
declining global trade tensions. Pakistan economy should continue to walk on the path of fiscal
austerity to gain back investors’ confidence. South East Asian neighbours Vietnam, Cambodia,
Malaysia and Thailand could benefit from the relocation of supply chains out of China as input
costs rise.

1qÅ¨ǋ§»}qƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢ǋÅ®ǋG®¿ÅÓǋ
Brazil’s success to pass the long-pending pension reforms brings good news to investors. The
government remains committed to bring-in more such reforms to put the economy back on track.
Over 2019, left leaning parties in Argentina and Mexico taking the reign of governments’
spooked investors. The onus remains on these parties to convince investors about their
market-friendly economic policies. In Mexico, the introduction of new free trade agreement should
clear away some doubts on trade and encourage growth.

6ƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢ǋÅ®ǋ qÊÅ®Ê¿ǋ
In South Africa, the economy continues to be bogged down by low metal prices, by delays in
executing structural reforms, as well as by rising debt. Moving to Turkey, the country showed some
pickup in economic growth in 2019 after a currency crisis in 2018. While hyperinflation subsided
and interest rates normalized, policy risk remains high. In Russia, equities performed well in 2019
(~27% YTD), but the country could see an economic slowdown due to the slow pace of
infrastructure developments.

ƪǋ7ÊÅ»q¢ǋÅ®ǋG®¿ÅÓǋ
Structural reforms carried out by regional governments in a bid to stimulate employment and
consumption remain paramount for the GCC region. Oil prices, although more stable, are still low
compared to historical standards and constrain economic activity. Focusing on the UAE, non-oil
economic growth is key to the country, and EXPO 2020 remains the most-awaited event for Dubai.
Recently, the government’s efforts to reduce budget deficits while promoting financial markets
should increase investors’ confidence.
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